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Dear Reader,

The third year of Paw Prints, Washington-Caldwell’s literary arts magazine
continues with its first issue of the 2021-2022 school year. Students in sixth,
seventh, and eighth grade have contributed pieces to this edition, but any students
who attend Washington-Caldwell are welcome to submit their writing. They simply
need to email them to me, Toby Thompson, at tthompson@washcald.com.

Students have written a wide variety of poems and prose for this edition. The
poetry includes sonnets, haiku, tanka, tritina, free verse, and quatrains; in addition,
some students have prose pieces.

Please enjoy the art of these words.

Sincerely,

Toby Thompson
Publisher and Editor

mailto:tthompson@washcald.com
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First Day at School
I walk into class,

all eye’s stare.
Walking to my desk is the
scariest thing i have ever done.
Every kid is talking about me.
I just want to go home.
Sitting down makes me feel nervous.
Then the teacher starts talking.
Lunch is scary.
There was no place to sit.
I walk by one table.
Kids move for me to sit down.
I sit down and,
I am now talking to my new friends.

—Brook Henzig

Gum
Gummy and weird,
Until kids taste it, then they never stop eating.
My tongue does not like it any more.

—Emmett
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My Favorite Season
No, my favorite season
is not
the cold icy snow.
It's also
not
the warm days.
I also don’t like the
flower smelling season.
My favorite season is when
the air is crisp,
the leaves are
red and orange,
and when the turkey roast is out.
My favorite season is
fall.

—Logan Myszewski

Baseball Poem

Baseball is a really good way to get your exercise out.
Although it takes a lot of courage to go up there and play.
Since baseball takes a lot of skill, I'm really good at it.
Enemies will be on the other team.
Bat the ball when you have a chance.
Andy Abad is a famous baseball player.
Learning baseball can be tricky.
Lineup at the end of the game to give high fives for good
sportsmanship.

—Lexi
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Haunted Houses

Afraid of scary decorations in people lawns

Lots of scary things

Loads of candy

October 31

Werewolves and monsters

Eerie sounds in the dark

Eyes glowing under your bed

Nightmares of scary things in the night

—Jamie Hurley
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Soul of the Sun
As the sun sets I still sit waiting,
watching for something,
something that will never come.
Yet I am still sitting here till the
the sun loses its soul.

—Lilly

Sitting at the Sunset

Early in the morning Amy gets up to watch the sunset,

it is 6:00 am, and she walks down the stairs to get coffee.

She gets dressed, grabs her keys and drives down to the beach.

Amy continues to drive until she arrives at the beach;

she then gets out of her car, sits down and watches the sunset.

While watching, she sits there peacefully drinking her coffee.

Amy watches the sunset until she runs out of coffee,

so she gets up and walks to her car, she starts driving away from the beach.

Amy gets home, gets more coffee, and starts thinking about the sunset

She is going to go back tomorrow, she's going to get coffee, drive to the beach

and watch the sunset.

—Meadow House
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Snow Mountains of Alaska

The snowy mountains in Alaska are very cold;

many people bundle up to keep warm,

or go out and enjoy the cold activities.

Some things you can do in the cold are fun snow related activities,

Like snowboarding, sledding, or building a fort; all are fun to do when its cold.

Something else you can do is huddle together around the fireplace for warmth.

Staying all bundled up in winter will help you to stay warm,

Or making baking things will keep the house warm and it's a fun activity.

Now you know many fun things to do when it's cold.

So now go and enjoy all the activities that keep you warm when it's cold outside.

—Drew Landowski

Amsterdam

When I grow up,
I want to go to Amsterdam.

I want to see if  I can see
“All of  the Stars”

from there.
—Audra Heyel
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A Library Without Books

A library without books,

is like a life without a soul;

they are both very important.

Because they are both so important,

you will most likely never see a library with no books,

and if you happen to own an empty library, you sir have no soul.

If you don’t have a soul,

it is almost certain that if you would own a library, it wouldn’t have books;

you wouldn’t think that a library with no books is important.

Hopefully you have a soul, and if you don’t fill your library with books; because that is

important.

—Emma Burke

Vikings
I
like
the
Vikings.
I
don't
know
why.
Stop
screaming
at
me.

—Mason Thoen
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Cha����on

Sit���g, s�a��n� ��t� �he ���d,
g�i��n� ��s �e�� �ro��� t�� �wi� �� h�� a� �t� ��r��.
Col��� s���i�g ���� an ����y o�  ��t���fli�s
s��in���g ���o t�� �i� l����n� �he�� ��lo�� s���l ���h e��� �t�e� .
It� �ol��� r���ed ���m ��� b�i�h���t ���te���p ���lo��
to ��� d�e���t ��e�� b��e�.

—Tri���y

Worse, then Better
You have to be weak before you can be strong.
You have to make mistakes before you can learn from them.
You have to fall before you can get up.
You have to fail before you can succeed,
because times have to get worse before they can get better.

—Grace Rupert

Sleepy
Thinking in my head,
wishing I was in bed.

Until I realize today’s Friday,
so tomorrow I get to stay at home and sleep away.

—Conrad
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Waves

It all comes and goes in waves.
The memories,
the feelings,
everything.
Sometimes it can seem like it’s
fading.
But then it starts to come back
all over again.
Don’t let them carry you
away.

—Audra Heyel

Mel��� �f ��e W�v��

The ����s ��as� ���un� ��d �� �he ���d ���c� �o�l���s o� �h� ���re����
Ret����in� ��d ���hi�� f����r�  i� t�� ��e�n�' ne��� �n�i�g ����d�
Let���g ���e fl��ri�� b���a�h ��� w��e�.

Tre�� �w�� �o t�� �h��h� o� t�� ��ve�,
t�e �h���s ��un�� �n��� pa���n� ��et �� �h� ��or����e,
gu��s fl� o� h��� c���en�� f�o� t�� ��e�n ��� co���n�e ����n� �it� �h� ���od�.

Thi� ��n� ��s a ���r�o���n��� me���d�
of ��� b���s, t�e �h���s �� �re����es �� �h� �e��, an� �h�  ���s�i�g ����s,
an� �� s���ad� ��r��� t�i� �n� ��er� ��h�� �ho����ne.

On ��is ���r��i�� t�� �av�� �r��� to � ���od� �h�� ��n't �e ��t���d.
—Tri���y
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Halloween Night

It was Halloween night;
outside it was dark and spooky
with monsters roaming the streets.

On one of the darkest streets
stood something that night,
something so very spooky.

Some people would say it's more than spooky,
for they’ve been on all the streets
and have seen the clown named Spooky on another night.

Spooky from the streets says, “To all a good night.”

—Conrad

Fierce and cruel
Ignited and bright
Right about everything with a rage
Even to bully the trees.

—Emmett
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Sports

Sports are a way to get away and have fun.
Baseball, football, basketball, and all other sports
are good for you to get easy exercise.

Playing sports is great to get better and exercise
your body while you are having so much fun.
You can pick which one you want to play, and you call it a sport.

Baseball, basketball, and football are sports.
They’re the greatest way to get exercise.
And most importantly have some much fun

—Mason Thoen

Thank You
Sometimes the smallest

words are the
words that mean

the most.
—Grace Rupert
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Whether It Be On Our Mind Or Paper

We all write in some way
whether it be in
our minds, or on paper. Whatever we are
writing
is something about ourselves; it
could be something real
or something we
makeup.
We use our minds and imaginations
to make something for ourselves and people
to think about.
We write and they read, but
we are all thinking of the same thing.
Whether
it be on our mind or paper it's the same.

—Sydnee Martin

Don’t Search too Hard
Stop searching to find perfection.
Maybe you didn’t realize it,
but it's right in front of you.

—Grace Rupert
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Villains

The time and plan is always set,
but always fails.

They always  promise they will destroy them soon,
but it never happens,so why,

why do they try so hard to win when they
know they won’t.

They try because they know they will never win,
but they still give it their all, but no one respects them or anything they
do.They try to win to show  that they can do things and not be brought

down.

—Molly

Beginnings
We all have our beginning whether it was
when you were born,
or when you were 34.
Your beginning is when you
feel the most at ease
and comfortable to start
what you love.

—Lilly
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Zoned Out
Day dreaming is just
another way to escape
your reality.

—Grace Rupert

Just Because We’re Not Related

We all have people around
the world who aren’t
related to us, but
that doesn’t mean
they are strangers. They
are just different from us.
They may act like we do.
We may
not look the same or talk
the same. We may be different
or even similar, but we are all the same

—Sydnee
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Season Of Fa�

And a� at once summer co�apsed Into fa�!
Then it became fa�, with pumpkin spice.
The leaves turn brown, orange, and red,
so beautiful.
I wake in the morning to such a glory of colors.
Autumn is my favorite color.
Pumpkin spice gives me life.
Such a pretty season, fa�.

—Addi Hammi�er

Dapper Frogs

People say frogs are gross and dirty,
but those people haven’t seen a frog in a top hat.
Frogs can be quite dapper if you �nd the right frog.
Of course if you want a dapper frog you will need a top hat and suit,
maybe even add a monocle.
Then you’ll see that frogs can be quite dapper in the right clothing.

—Emma Burke
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Good for us to buy,
Of the world,
Leves people happy,
Death is impossible.

—Emmett

Director’s Note

When I arrive to the theatre

and start getting into my costume and makeup

I remember that I have to check in with the director.

After talking with the director

I make sure the theatre

is tidy and my makeup didn’t smear.

While the stage makeup

is important, the most important thing is the director

and their insight on theatre.

I always remember the director knows what's best with

costumes, makeup, and theatre all together.

—Maggie
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Chicken Nuggets

The timer just rang.

My chicken nuggets are done.

It is time to eat.

—Alex Damon

No More Summer

At first, school started up again,
then the days started to get shorter,
the weather got colder
and the leaves started to fall.
The trees turned red and orange
until it was no longer summer, it was fall.

—Meadow House

Maybe No One's Watching

We all are heard sometimes,
but that doesn't mean we are seen.
We all look for inspiration,  but that doesn’t
mean we will find any.
We all have some possessions from are lives,
but we also will find new ones
throughout our lives.

— Sydnee Marin
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Probably the most yummy snack
Of the whole world.
Popcorn is popular everywhere.
Crunchy and good,
One hundred of one hundred live it.
Right in the stores,
Never, ever will the popcorn be gone.

—Emmett

Origin of Munkez—a Haiku

I said munkez once.
Mr. Z  now says munkez;
munkez was just born.

—Mike Ardis
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Dogs with Sunglasses
Imagine a world with
dogs wearing sunglasses.
Dogs having their face out the window
and all of the cool summer air
blowing in their faces.
Dogs with sunglasses
would be pretty cute.

—Alex Damon

The Other World
What if you put on a pair of glasses
and instead of seeing the world you live in,
you see a world of imagination?
Where everything you think of comes to life.
It’s an escape from reality.
When you put on the glasses,
you feel so much more alive.
Everything that was bothering you
just disappears.
The only thing that is bad about them
is that you can get lost in the other world.
You start to forget reality.
Everytime you put them on,
you are a step closer to becoming insane.

—Brook Henzig
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We Are All Family Somewhere

We all have a family.
It may not seem like it,
but we do.
You may not see it,
but they're there.
The thing is just because
you're not related doesn’t mean there
is no family.
Your closest friends are family,
your classmates are family,
and your town is a family.
The whole world is your
family—
you just have to find them
and know they’re there.

—Sydnee Martin

Football
Rolling out left.
Looking for
a man.
Got him,
going deep.
TOUCHDOWN!

—Mason Thoen
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The Destroyed Pancake
Poured into the pan,
cooking and cooking
and now the moment of truth, the taking off of the pan.
I picked it up and it fell,
splat,
goo,
juicy,
gross.
The pancake was ruined.

—Conrad

Fall
Leaves change from green to
shades of
orange, red, and yellow.
The air gets colder
and the days get shorter.
And soon we remember
winter comes next.

—Audra Heyel
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Mistakes Are Everywhere

We may not know,
but mistakes
guide you
into the direction that may
not want to go.
Mistakes are signs, so
we know what we did wrong;
mistakes are
huge not just in work.
Everything we do on that
day is a mistake,
telling us what we did wrong and
what we should have done
right.

— Sydnee Martin

Music Memories
Music is astonishing.
It lights up the world.
The di�erent kinds and genres,
di�erent occasions.
Beautiful memories music brings-
sad, happy, sweet.
Music is the way to �nd memories,
the way to �nd love.

—Addi Hammi�er
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Summer is Over

Summer is over,

school is now here.

I will miss staying home

with my dogs and family.

But, school is fun,

I can see my friends.

I can learn new things,

things I’m interested in;

things I'm not.

Summer is over

I will miss it a lot.

—Emma Burke

Made For A Reason

We all have a purpose in the world, whether, it
be helping people,sharing your gifts, or saving lives.
Whatever it is, one day you will say I have
found what I love and this is why
I was made to live on the earth.

— Sydnee
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Place Beyond Places

Part One: Beginning

Choking, choking for air. That's how I woke up, gasping for air on a
grimey neon colored carpet. I shot up quickly from the ground, I didn't
myself, but my body did, (it is strange when that sort of thing happens, like
your body is so briefly hijacked.) My eyes quickly adjusted to the dark area
and I had a proper look at the place.

It was like a play place your parents would drop you off at. The walls
were plastered with colorful shapes on a blackish background, from the
ceiling long plastic tubes with small spherical windows bulging but they
hung from impossibly small wires as large black lights lit up the space dimly
and almost dream-like. On The ground level coin operated arcade
machines were crammed in a straight line all on one wall. I got up slowly,
looking at the wall of machines, now, this on its own is normal. But what
isn't normal was how long the room extended for.

As I looked, for what seemed like miles, the arcade machines extended
until they reached my line of sight. The tubes almost twisted and joined
together the farther I looked as if reality didn't have a grip over the places
beyond my vision, as if God himself couldn't see into the dim area I had
somehow ended up in. I stood up looking behind me to see the entrance to
the tubes, one of those net play areas you had to climb up through to get
into the areas only small kids could reach. Then a gut wrenching thought
entered my mind, a so common yet so terrifying thought. How did I get
here?

—Kegan Flood
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Place Beyond Places

Part 2:The Hunter and the Hunted

I was horrified, it wasn't just the fact that I couldn't remember how I got
here, it was also the fact that I couldn't remember anything. My name,
where I was from, everything. Gone. I could remember things, like what
McDonalds smelled like (I hate McDonalds I guess, because just thinking of
it makes me want to throw up.), What play places were. But everything
about me was just blank.

But my train of thought was interrupted by the sound of a clock, the
rhythmic ticking made my ears hurt, I didn't see any clocks but the sound
seemed omnipresent. The sound just got louder and louder as it seemed to
ring inside my skull, I clutched my ears and knelt on the floor. The pain was
incredible, it felt like somebody was bashing my skull in with a steel
hammer and then all at once the situation went from bad to worse.

From the corner of my eye, I could see something approaching me. I
looked over and saw something. It made all of the horror movies I could
remember look like little kids stuff. It smelled like whiskey, and an
inky-cotton fragrance surrounded it. It looked like a very large fox. It stood
on hind lands and it looked like the skin around the head was torn off so the
skull showed, revealing angular jaw bones; it was a miracle the jaw had not
fallen from the skull, but it stayed firmly attached. Its mouth was filled to the
brim with sharp teeth that looked like they could tear into anything like
paper. I looked into its empty eye sockets and saw the abyss, and it stared
right back at me. Its fur was matted, soaked in what looked like blood, its
hands were covered with claws; they dripped blood. It started walking
towards me, not looking away once.

—Kegan Flood
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Less is More
Don’t add more

to your life trying to
make it more interesting.

Just surround yourself
with the few things that

make you happy.

That's enough for now, and the rest will come later.
—Grace Rupert

Hopeless

Feeling like
there is no
right or wrong
way to do
something,
that nothing
can change what
happened.
The feeling
that nothing can
get better,
stuck in forever pain.

—Jazmin Kesich
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Maybe We Are All The Same

So many people
have their own opinions;
they may be different or the same.
Maybe
a different topic or situation
and bad or good.
We all have opinions,
but the thing we
don’t focus on is that
it may be for the same
cause. We we are focusing
on who is right or
wrong, but
maybe we are all right in some way.

— Sydnee Martin

Memories
If only we
could time travel
to relive
special
moments in our lives,
but instead, we
just have the
memories that last forever.

—Grace Rupert
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Wither

Shriveling slowly,
the leaves
that once had life,
now are drained of  color.
They were a
very vibrant green
and now
chocolate brown.
They make
crunching noises
as people step
on them.

—Jazmin Kesich

Brick Wall
I stare at the wall
waiting for thoughts to flood my
mind, but nothing comes.

—Grace Rupert
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Fate

Growing closer
and closer
to something that
seems inescapable,
something you
don't want,
but is already chosen
for you.
Trying to change
for what has become,
not wanting to
believe that it is true.
Something that is
beyond your control,
maybe for the best.

—Jazmin Kesich

Crust
When you eat pizza,
it's not done until you eat the crust.
It’s like a missing piece if you don’t eat the crust.
You should eat it because you must.

—Conrad
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Pumpkins
Pumpkins are orange.
They are very big.
You can dig for seeds.
Slimy seeds.
You can bake the seeds.
You can carve it into anything.
I love pumpkins!

—Addi Hammi�er

Football

Rolling out left.
Looking for
a man.
Got him,
going deep.
TOUCHDOWN!

—Mason Thoen
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The Lonely Frog

The lonely frog sat

and longed for a friend.

He watched and waited

on his lilypad throne.

And then,

emerging from the pond

came another frog.

For hours they sat on the lilypad.

One day, they were gone,

and they never returned.

—Syd

Move Forward
Life is like a book.
Go ahead, turn the page and
start a new chapter.

—Grace Rupert
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A�Day�in�Harlow's�Life

Every�morning�Harlow�walks�down�to�the�beach,

and�she�watches�the�sunrise�awaken�the�city.

Harlow�collects�seashells�and�keeps�them�in�her�room.

Harlow's�friend�comes�over�and�they�hangout�in�her�room,

ride�bikes�along�the�shore�of�the�beach,

and�eat�lunch�at�a�nearby�lunch�cafe�in�the�city.

After�they�eat�lunch�in�the�city,

they�go�back�to�Harlow's�house�to�clean�the�seashells�in�her�room

that�she�had�found�this�morning�on�the�beach.

Harlow�had�a�great�day�after�eating�in�the�city,�riding�bikes�on�the

beach,�and�washing�seashells�in�her�room.

—Alex�Damon

Life
Life is like money in the bank.
Spend it and use it wisely;
you might only
get one.

—Mason Thoen
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Be Ok
Sometimes
all we need is
to be told
everything
will be
ok.

—Grace Rupert

Different Reality

It all feels unreal.
It feels unnatural.

You don’t want to wake up,
just because it’s everything

you’ve always wanted.
But it is only a dream,

You have to wake up sometime.
—Audra Heyel
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Phony Reality

I dazed at a distance,
settling on one
object causing calmness
to overcome.
Imagining random
things that could happen
sometime in the future,
slowly feeling
more real and pure.
Unable to escape the
reassurance that
maybe it would
come true.
Suddenly I am
shaken to reality,
realising it was
just a daydream.

—Jazmin Kesich

What Once was Apart is Now Together
Who knew gravity
could pull two things together
from so far away?

—Grace Rupert
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Books
Reading gives us an
opportunity to
leave reality.

—Grace Rupert

Your Opinion

We all ask for opinions, but when we don’t agree,
we ask someone else, so what’s the point in

asking. So at that moment you know their
opinions don’t matter, just yours.

—Sydnee Martin
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Tomorrow
When

today
has

let
us

down,
and

yesterday
was

in
the

past.
We

need
to
focus

on
tomorrow.

—Grace Rupert
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Life Goes On
Some days are bad.
Everything could be going wrong in
every sort of  way,
but we just need
to remember
that the world will keep spinning.

—Grace Rupert

Smile
I have been told to smile.
I smile even when I
don't want to,
but as time goes on, I have gotten
used to smiling.
So I will continue to smile
even when I can't

—Lilly
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Shooting Star

Some people say that happiness finds you.

But I think sadness finds you too.

It just sneaks up on you.

It opens up the hole that was once inside you again,

the hole in your heart of  where that someone used to be.

Then everything that was starting to make sense,

suddenly doesn't.

Sadness is that feeling,

when the falling doesn't stop.

And everything seems wrong.

It’s when you feel like you have finally hit rock bottom

and all you can do is look up at the sky, and see the stars.

Sometimes it seems like you need someone to let down a rope for you,

just to help climb all the way back up.

Some days you could feel everything at once,

and others you could feel nothing at all.

It’s either drowning underneath the waves or dying from the thirst.

You can try so hard to forget it, all of  it.

You can try to leave it in the past, push it away.

But the thing is, sadness goes away.

People can overcome sadness.

Sadness is never permanent.

—from a different point of  view.
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Start Over
When you think you’re up against
a wall, think a second
and realize that you’re really up
against a door, and if you turn around,
you can open it to a whole new world.

—Conrad

Christmas Night

Leave the cookies and milk out.
Don’t forget the carrots too.
Santa is on his route
to deliver the presents for you!

—Claire Novak

War

Soon the enemy will advance;
the sound of battle is horrific.
Hopefully we will win by chance,
and then control all of the Pacific.

—Blake


